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Foreword from the Editors
It has been our goal to increase the awareness of
manuscripts throughout campus and to improve not only
~he volume and quality of the writing, but the magazine
It~elf. And this year, we've taken an important step in that
direction.
We received far more submissions than in previous
years, and we're slowly but surely spreading our name
throughout not only Butler's campus, but also the surroundIng Indianapolis community. For the first time next year,
m~nuscripts will be accepting outside submissions. This is
being done in an effort to enhance quality by attracting
more writers and gaining more attention for the magazine.
While manuscripts will still remain mainly a showcase for
Butler students, increasing the competition will force writers
to step up their writing - in all, creating a more enjoyable
magazine.
Acceptance into this year's magazine was highly
competitive, with only seven percent of the submissions
making it to publication. The creative work that follows is
What we, as a staff, feel is the best representation of the
quality, style and variety of Butler students' creative writing
and artwork. Choosing the work for this issue was not an
easy task, and many long hours were spent in debate over
t~e final selections. We are incredibly proud of this magazine and the pieces it contains.
We'd like to take one last moment to thank Barbara
Dadkhah, our advisor, for all the work she has done, as
~ell as the English department for supporting our magazine. We are truly grateful.
Respectfully,
Christine Foulkes and Christopher Cervelloni
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Poem
----;vtindy Gutowski
This is the first line.
This is the second.
How many hours were spent
lying in bed, paralyzed
over such beginnings?

~m~a~n~u~sc~ri~p~ts~
MyoQja
Alexandra Goldsworthy
Do you recall
that morning in New York
when you left your glasses
on the floor beside you
as you slept? And I, with
my hair still dripping from the shower,
bent over to kiss you
and felt the crunch of
the thick lens beneath my heel.
You clutched my arm with both hands
as lied you, half-blind, through the city;
I fancied that this was
the closest I would ever be
to knowing the little boy
who stayed up late,
reading in poor light.

/

I imagine you as a child,
staying awake long past your bedtime
to read comic books
in the grainy white glow of a nightlight
shaped like a stegosaurus.
As you ruined your vision
you developed your hearing
by learning to differentiate between
the restless sighs of the house
and the sound of slippered feet
outside your door.
Sometimes, when I awake
in the morning and smile at you,
I forget for a moment that you can't see me.
But then, you rest your cheek on my pillow,
with your nose pressed against my nose,
your eyes reading
(every word)
the blue of my eyes.

butler university
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Alis(s)on(s)
Evan Ka/way
Countless nights have been spent,
by me.
Ruminating over a title truly deserving,
of you.
But now, staring intently into my drink,
I begin to liken you to one of six ice cubes mingling amidst my Beam.
Crystal clear, but impossible to see through, I cannot extract a meaning,
not perfect, but nonetheless, very well formed.
Because (after all) it is (only),

/

Ice.
And akin to my drink, you too fall victim
To the law of diminishing marginal utility.
Feeding a minute addiction, an insipient craving at best (or worst),
Is your only true affair.
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Mahayana
Alix Clinkingbeard

/
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Miluo
----rracy Bowling
It's always moving, that river.
They wondered for many years if it could do anything else. au Yuan,
the scholar, sat under orange trees and gazed at it, day after day,
how it shifted restless like men in their beds, like kings and their loyalties. He watched and wondered when it would trip or stall or rush
ahead to its destruction in the muddy, desert depths of the great yellow river. Behind its banks men shrined themselves in bronze and
toppled, iron fistfuls stained with gold. au Yuan cast stones into the
river, though he knew they would not be returned to him. He wondered if sometimes the river quenched the thirst of dragons.
Miluo drew him in, as it has others. When he began to look too hard
at water lilies, they whispered at a mind so distracted. When he
began to write, they feared au Yuan, the poet, the revolutionary.
They watched him as he stood by the river's edge, clothing himself in
its watercress and braiding magnolias into his beard.
The armies flowed from east to west, spreading like silt across lawless, untamed lands. Beyond the blood-choked battlegrounds au
Yuan, the exile, walked under willow trees, watching the river. He felt
the whirlwinds close behind him and wondered if sometimes the river
sprung forth like chariots drawn by horses made of thunder.
When au Yuan leapt into Miluo he did not hope to find out where it
ended. It's always moving, that river, and if you glide from west to
east it will take you, changing course and color in the fading light of
the sun. It returns, day after day, with no sign of the scholar, but they
have not stopped watching for his body. They have not stopped
throwing stones at the fishes who would feast on his garments.
They have not stopped wondering for many years, in hopes that,
when the river stops, their thinkers shall be returned to them.
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Bntan
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Be an Adolescent Riot Grll
Lisa Battiston
Become upset when Zach from The Chain Gang says
girls can't play guitar. Glare into his slate eyes, between the
haze at The Warner House, and watch as he laughs. Defend
your sex vehemently, poking his shoulder with each syllable out of your mouth. Sputter buzz words like,
"Feminism," and "Equality," and mention a few rad female
guitar players of today like Gel from The Eyeliners and
Brodie from The Distillers and Cinder Block from Tilt, not
to mention Ani. He laughs at your mention of Ani and calls
you a feminazi. Spit at the floor, slam the front door of The
Warner House as you leave, and decide to buy an acoustic
guitar the next day.
Realize as you sit Indian-style on the floor of your
carpeted bedroom, the hollow six string overtaking your
small frame, not that you can't play guitar, just that you
don't know how. Listen to Green Day over and over and
realize that Billy Joe is really only playing, like, three or
four chords the whole time. Remember that you really don't
know what a chord is. Also remember Zach's mildly stoned
slated eyes, and strum that guitar unlike you've ever
strummed anything before. Strum until your fingers bleed.
Feel accomplished. Feel like a martyr. You do not wipe the
blood from the guitar's body, but, instead, let it dryas a testament of your faith.
Beg your mom for guitar lessons. Tell her you'll get a
job to help pay for them. Beam when she goes teary-eyed at
the prospect, when she says, "Sweetheart, I can't wait for
you to kick ass." Watch as she dials the music department at
Northern Kentucky University and enrolls you in lessons
from a student in their music department. You learn that
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the student is majoring in classical guitar, and then scoff at
the pretentiousness you think this implies.
Tell your friends at your preppy girls' school you're
learning to play. You convince Sarah and Alex and Sam and
Katrina to start a band with you. They promise to learn to
play an instrument, too. Let them know that this is serious
business, that Zach is a fascist fuck (you've all just learned
what "fascism" means and it has become your new insult),
that you are 15 year old punk rock women with a cause.
"Make a difference!" you say. "D.I.Y.!" they agree. With their
shoulders back, and their noses in the air, they bob their
heads in agreement and pick their own respective instruments to learn.
The neck of your guitar is a little warped, Evan tells
you. Evan is your guitar teacher. He is hot, with shaggy
dark hair and slate eyes (in a good way). He is in college,
his favorite band is Smashing Pumpkins, and he is the lead
man of Fizzgig, some local band you haven't heard of. Be
impressed. Super impressed. Form a crush. Blush when he
tells you you have good form, as far as your left hand on
the neck of your guitar goes. The buzzing sound the strings
make is because of the warped neck, which can be fixed, he
explains.
Trade your shitty, warped, cheap acoustic for something more expensive. Something you can really grow on,
something that will match your talents, once you've actually become talented at them. Check in on the gang at school
and make sure they're taking lessons. They aren't. Sarah
complains about the cost of a drum kit. Explain to her that
she can borrow your little brother's. Alex was taking lessons
from a boy at the boys' school across the street and grew a
little too interested in the placement of his fingers - he was
butler university
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now her boyfriend. You originally thought Katrina would
be a great lyricist, which she is, but now you realize the girl
can't carry a tune at all, not even a dirty Janis Joplin "Wait,
I'm carrying a tune?" tune. Sam spends too much time with
Zach, the fascist fuck, at The Warner House to really take
the bass guitar seriously. "Fuck you guys," you say one day
in the cafeteria between munches on a peanut butter cup.
"Youtre all just whores to the male-dominated music scene
we were born into." Slam your tray into the green lunchroom table and stomp out of the room like the confident
Riot Grrl you so desperately believe yourself to be.
Ask Evan if you're selling out. Explain why you
want to play. "I always root a little harder for my female
students," he says, smiling sympathetically, closedmouthed. Observe your heart swimming. Does he think it's
horrible that you're trying to be so hard core feminist and
still give in to learning guitar from a guy? "Hey, we pick
our teachers," he says. "Just because I'm teaching you what
a chord and scales are doesn't mean I'm teaching you to
appreciate what the instrument means to you." Swoon
more. Remember Gel and Brodie and Ani and Janis and
add in any female you've ever respected to the list, like
your mom and your grandmother and Aretha Franklin and
your honors English teacher and that really cool babysitter
you had when you were three.
"And anyways," Evan continues. "I've known Zach
from The Chain Gang for a while, and that band is going
nowhere. You probably know more about music with two
lessons under your belt than that dickhead." Beam. Swoon.
Melting heart.
Add Evan to your list.

2005
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Lean Back
Christine Weisenbach

i cross the room and her psychedelic laugh follows me
high pitched and lit up with diamonds on wom-out asphalt;
cowering in the comer, she and i- we know every
blue-blackblack
-blue abstraction, and i say
nothing. i
hold on to blank walls.
(in)side, my (in)sane brain darters on amerika's
liposuck-tion dreams where rubbery doctors implant instruments
into unde
sam's hands. visions emerge deep
within face-lifted countries for crazy dash free
domination.

)

/

i look out the window and behind the tinted political glass
lies a montage of sex goddesses, burials, orgasms,
housedeaners, combat boots, homosexuals, femme fatals, bohemians,
bulimics,
prostitutes,
cops,
the lost
who consumevery 32nd street
. entering the city below, i
inhale poisonous leaves and unknown
rooms. unknown faces morph into a
familiar six o'dock crowd. newspapers
and umbrellas in hand, tight grip on
metro passes, and outside their corporate world
i wish i could plant
butler university
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velvet. grow a field of smooth and
silky non-scheduled acres. back
in the metal metro, they're driven like dominos
,they go and fall one after another
into the dark tunnel up ahead.
no heat .we light a candle and hover. she still laughs.
it echoes in the stale apartment. i still cry. she says,
''tum me on. i'm your heater in december, your back flip
in bed. i'm your homeless poet, your unknown unopened
notes, black white asian puerto-rican aussie italian jew.
i'm your evaporating coffee under the sun's ringing
in your ear, reflecting the pain in your hands, in the twin
towers. you feel me? you feel the four kids to a single
mother breathing fumes in the kitchen? love straight-up and
marriage mixers and rent unpaid and light bulbs bumf'
nothing.
isay
she smiles. i cry.
amerika's action-packed ''thanks'' thrown back as destruction-filled missiles
enter your veins.
your homes. your families and
our families caught in the
fragrance of
(lies)
.i tum the heat up so the pot
over-boils with false promises. i pull shadows o'er my face,
scream at white walls and shudder as i think of
red ink dumped carefully to cover the amerika of the states
unitedefiled, stretching wash-ing-ton over the globe.
we gather here today in this room because we're not
at all gathered together
continued ...
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laying all over the world. our soldiers' razor-sharp screams falloff
the trapeze line into a confusion of
contradictions.
the door's locked, soldered. the window jammed.
i
crawl under my childhood bed and find
me apoplectic
meyou - herlaughter, us all sneaking out of place
,hiding under springboards and mattress pads
to find and tum up the
oxygen. gaspair, gaspfreedom while
tom levis hang, high heels swann and
crash down upon untailored sidewalks
and shatter dreams. while here in this
stagnant air i want to breathe in the
broken-open blind nights. so grab my
hand and drag me to a new place .a
place with no lost screams .a place
where we can cover up in wann
corduroy jackets.
digging deep for change to the beat of styrofoam begging
i'm outta here ;my place is
lost in unifonn. it boomerangs back to my heart, my empty
pockets
.nine o'dock and
candles light up the black night.
candles light up
the whole room.
butler university
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the Lord God made He a woman
after Stanley H. Barkan

Mindy Gutowski
"and for your man shall be your longing"
-Genesis 3:16
Oh to be Evethe longing for man
not yet within me,
it being contingent
on the curse of God;
sharing tongues with the snake;
my nakedness being
all there is to see of me,
standing in the shade of that moment
when, under the tree,
I held infinity in the palm
of my hand.
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Henna
Krishna Thinakkal

/

virgin eyes watch as steady hands
drip black water thick as vows.
the rose garden begins in her palm,
growing over the trails in her skin,
and creeping over hills of bone,
tangled and turning north towards her heart.
sacred songs beat in rhythm with her blood,
bringing back the scent of incense
and coconut oil in her hair,
sweet and musky and clinging
as she got lost in the folds
of her mother's sari on the way to prayer.
her lips form the words
and whispers of God's names
marry the breeze
coolly drying the petals and thorns on her arm.

/

butler university
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A Retreat to Silence
Cat Reading
Hordes of people cram into this small room, and
suddenly I'm glad they're not here to see me. I shuffle to the
back. Hoping to go unnoticed. And with John up there, in
the front of the crowd, my fears are eased. I am simply disregarded. For part of the night.
Until Anne recognizes me. Spotting me with her
huge brown eyes and starting to come my way. Brief excuse
me's rise above the sound of the air conditioner. "Hi," she
says. Her whisper digs into my ear, and someone in front of
me turns around because they can clearly hear what she
says. Silence is the only acceptable talking right now. But
Anne is persistent.
"How are you?" she breathes.
Her hair is pulled back tight. She's wearing her glasses even though I know she only needs them for reading.
Her walk is as clumsy as her speech.
I mouth OK to her, with a nod of my head. To confirm this, I briefly smile, hoping to end a future conversation. People are staring, I tell myself.
Anne, she turns forward to the front of the room. She
purses her lips together in a blotting motion and sweeps
her right hand over her forehead. Then she leans over. "Do
you miss her?"
For a moment I try to figure out who she's talking
about. Then I realize that she wants to know about Carol.
My mother. Maybe she wants the gory details of the accident. People always do.
Once when I was little, my mom woke me up in the
middle of the night, warning me to be quiet because she
didn't want to wake my brother sleeping in the same room.
She took me downstairs and handed me a mug of hot
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cocoa. She led me outside and motioned for me to sit down.
In all her years, she said, she had never seen a moon
like this one. It was full and bright, but a dull yellow hue
hung over it like the five o'clock shadow that my dad
always had when he came home from work. She had never
seen a moon like it before that night. I've never seen one
like it since.
"Yeah. I miss her," I whisper.
This pleases Anne, and she begins to hunt for something in her purse before finally calming down. She
reminds me of a five year old trying to sit still in the red
plastic chairs during snack time. She reminds me of a dog
that's been kept in a cage for too long, and all they do is run
circles around you when you let them out.
John finishes talking and an "amen" resounds
through the room. I don't say it with them. I notice that
Anne doesn't either. She looks at the floor, ignoring a possible situation.
People slowly file out just as they had filed in. They
look like a train that is black with coal, as they slowly move
out of the single door. I stay in the back for a little while
longer. Maybe I'm deciding not to leave this room at all.
Maybe I'm just waiting until everyone's gone. And I find
myself wondering if anyone will come looking for me when
I'm not out there among the variety of cheese and crackers.
I'll be missing along with the knife to the vegetable
spread.
Anne lingers for a second. I think she's wondering if
she should stay here with me or go. She's thinking that she
should mingle outside. Social situations were always one of
her strong points.
"Thanks for coming, Anne," I say. I give her an
excuse to go. I can tell that she doesn't want to stay here, as
butler university
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if the pale yellow walls might swallow her up any instant.
"Oh well." She's quiet. "If there's anything I can do ..."
It's a blanket statement, and I don't mind.
I smile again and she leaves the room. She blends in
with the rest of the black sport coats and dresses. I lose her
in the crowd. Brushing past her, John peers in at me. He
sticks his head in, motions for me to join the crowd and
then he turns to talk to our old neighbor from Wisconsin.
The one who would help my mom in the garden while
John and I pumped and pumped on the swings.
I sit down in the back row of the chairs that are so
neatly lined up. I realize that I'm tired, so I close my eyes.
But I hear someone walk in, slowly. They think that I'm
crying. But the truth is that I haven't cried yet.
John and I got in a fight when we were young; we
got in a lot of fights that always pulled my mom to the very
edge of however far she could go. When he hit me, I cried.
John, afraid of repercussions, sprinted upstairs. I
made my way over to my mom, who was on the phone
with her sister. When I was crying then, she picked me up
in her arms, even though I was getting too big, and swept
my hair to the side. I fell asleep to her laughing with the
muffled voice on the other end of the line.
Back in this room, I open my eyes when they touch
my shoulders. It's a gentle tap that isn't offering comfort,
but rather asking if the seat next to me is free. For a
moment, I forget where I am, and I ask them to sit with me,
in this room that screams of faded dandelions in the sun.

2005
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Jefferson Memorial
Drew Scheidenhelm
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Poam (it rhymes)
Ross Strong
Never write for no one and for nothing again
Set time for the stew and production to end
Think about evil and death and the truth
And force them to wait like all of us do
If today you did say in a very usual way
That tomorrow a tree would not be green but gray
Would the phloem stop phloin'
And the adhesion adhere
To your fickle flowered petals on paper and smeared
In a notebook from those awkward years
Between the box springs and mattress all covered in tears
You fought with the devil his son and his God
To give you a gift not easily won
With a pen in your mouth and your hands clenched tight
You decided to see things in a loftier light
But words are just words and are licensed to none
Not poets or prophets or those gone and done
But for me and for you and the ones that they suit
Let's be cautious and gentle with the ones that we choose

2005
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At a Table
Paddy O'Connell
Unwashed wool and stale cigarettes
hover over my chair
like fog above a waking field
of proud northern Wisconsin grass.
A coffee with just enough room
for cream and sugar
in front of my journal
unattended, temperature dropping.

/

Matted hair and red-wire eyes
impossible to bury at the center table
in the Red Cup Coffee House.
A tan chair mockingly pulled out
unoccupied, cold even.
It is just a chair,
a simple tan chair,
a simple, tan, impassive chair.

butler university
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Faux Naivete and other well-regarded Frenchman
Mike Meginnis
Here's what I find so
attractive in you
Honesty
You're kind
enough to laugh like you're joking
when I ask for your number
and you
tell me your turn-ons, magazine style
long walks on the beach
yeah
long island iced teas
yeah
whatever
the gag's this:
I'm a boy
(You're a girl)
And I wouldn't so much as consider touching the phone if I didn't fully
intend to fuck you.

/

and we joke about kinks
which leads naturally to ours
and soon all the talk about sex is just my way of putting off falling in
love with you.
Honesty
honestly
you thought it was a hook up
And I painted it that way, didn't I?
(how deliciously maudlin)
But it's easier to say
"You look wonderful tonight"
than
"You're wonderful tonight"
right?
Right.
Here's what I find so
attractive in you:
Honesty,honestly
how do you do it?
"You look wonderful tonight"
All right?
And 10,000
Other euphemisms for
Americans (sex revolution or no
One night stands so
so-so)
are
Fucking lonely.
American boys are only fucking lonely.

butler university
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Hunt Seat
Alix Clinkingbeard
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My Father's Shadow
Matt Riley

butler university
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Dregs
Michael Sinon
According to a formal agreement
I have with myself,
this sediment that hides my happiness,
and deadens the light,
must not be dealt with.
Instead of wiping it all clean with catharsis,
I prefer racking up a heavy debt
like a grizzled railroad worker
playing poker games on a smoky,
floating casino.
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America the Beautiful
Shelley McFarland
Innocence is a fairy-tale,
brought to you be the sponsors of false dreams.
Shyness is now equated with naivety.
Undaunted realism breathes flames of fire.
The Princes of Idealism die with sword in hand.
Greeting card love replaces actual thoughts of passion.
Life as seen through rose-colored glasses
comes in a prescription for corrected vision.
Systematically I follow.
In my Utopia,
I rebel.
Hope is the untainted, the untouchable
Portion of what we have left.
Brought to you by the sponsors of Human Preservation.
/

/
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Christmas Lights

orew Scheidenhelm
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Terror
--;tikxandra

/

Goldsworthy

There are no trash cans
in Waterloo station.
It's quite an inconvenience,
having to be mindful of
abandoned chewing gum
and crumpled paper bags.
Bags of any other sort, however,
create an entirely different
concern. Think Brixton.
A market trader, George Jones,
was handed the bag
containing the nail bomb
shortly before it went off.
If you can take a
nail to the femur
and still be considered lucky,
then Jones was just that.
Perhaps it was like being in
the eye of a storm.
The periphery
was another matter.
A local resident described
the scene after the blast:
There was a bloke with a nail
stuck in his head, and another
with one in his lung.
By the following week,
all of Brick Lane
knew not to accept packages
from strangers, and
six days later, Soho
might have considered itself
warned. Terror is not
a new word. Brixton knew
something of it before Brick lane,
before it meant anything in Soho.
*Italicized portions are taken from a BBG news story published
on April 17, 1999.
butler university
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Walk-In Closet
Kellie Sheehan
Knowledge lends itself well
To desperate, deleterious materialism.
Like Eve (post apple temptation)
I am ashamed of my body,
Seeking paradise via
A designer for fig leaf couture,
costuming nakedness.

2005
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7-11
Krishna Thinakkal
i catch your glare,
burning through glass,
as i reach for my wallet.
your notions
preceding my soul
through sliding doors.
there is greater distance between us
than the color of our skin.
the bones of your ancestors
are the scaffolding we've built on;
while i am alien,
an interloper,
a voice in the darkness
searching for a history to hold on to.
if we were both blind, i wonder,
would our guide dogs growl at each other?
do our rivers run so deep
that their course cannot be turned?
the fluorescent lights,
hanging overhead like gallows,
cannot illuminate the truth.
the shattered, jagged shards of dreams
left open scars;
and as time remains frozen in a flaming desert,
for now we must bleed.
for now but not forever.
butler university
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Howl
Matt Bitzer
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Why
Brian Dunn
After kissing him on a summer afternoon
the girl says, "1haven't showered in two days."
The boy replies, "Sometimes I don't know why
I love you so much." She quickly snaps back,
"Don't ever say that again." A few hours later,
alone, the boy gets to thinking -- each thought
leading to the next like running Christmas lights.
"Is it possible to define why I love her so much?"
In a panic, he dashes to the dictionary
for the definition of love, but there is no real
answer there, so he calls his mother. The phone rings

.:

/

and rings,
and the boy is waiting
for her to pick up the phone,
and while he waits
the boy sees the mailman outside the front window.
Dropping the receiver, he runs out the door
to ask him about love - after all, this man
has delivered thousands of love letters.
Seeing the wide-eyed boy chasing after him,
the frightened postman, fearing for his life,
begins to sprint across the yard until finally
the boy grabs him by the strap of his mailbag,
spilling hundreds of stamped letters
allover the ground. Screams the boy,
butler university
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"Why does anyone love?" But the mailman,
scooping up his letters, only curses back,
"What the hell are you doing?" The boy
drops to the ground, begins picking through
the dropped letters until he finds one hand-addressed
to the neighbor. He rips it open, but now the mailman
has come to his senses. He begins chasing the boy,
who is running away now, and trying to read the letter
at the same time. "Come back! That's a federal offense!"
screams the mailman, but the boy is already skimming it.
It says, "I miss you" and the usual runaround. "I miss you
especially ... " But the mailman now has the boy
by the collar of the shirt. The letter, the boy, and the postman
all tumble to the ground. As his head hits turf, the boy finally
realizes what love is - a thousand letters, junk mail, pizza
coupons, brown packages, and birthday cards. Together
they could make a pile high enough to reach the sky.

2005
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The Witness
Monica Behney

"If I speak in the tongues of men and of angels, but have not love, I am
only a resounding gong or a clanging cymbal. "
--1 Corinthians 13: 1

I
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We used to listen for that clanged door,
but it had never before admitted
a visitor. She came in like a breath,
with a cascade of guards for her escort.
Her coat had caught snowflakes too pale to melt.
She was brittle and tiny and white, flinty
with secrets, like a geode. I saw her
and thought, I want to break her and scatter
her cache of jewels over this prison.
I want to keep her like an ornament,
to look at forever, if not to touch.
But I was not the man she saw. He had
an archangel's face, and knew better
how to catch a soul disposed to mercy.
He sang
and everything moved. Silver dripped
from the walls and pooled in the corners, while
her eyes and the spiders drowned. The music
changed from cymbals to icicles; the notes
hung suspended and reverent around her
butler university
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like frozen bells never to fall.
We were all transfixed.
I watched something pass over her - then
she knew what to do.
She fitted her hands
through the bars to frame his face, so gently.
I could hear her, as clear as if she had spoken,
tell him of light in the morning, oak rooms,
and the mint smell of her streets. In reply,
he wrapped his fingers hard around her wrists,
and his grip told her all she could know of
chains.
How easily he could have hurt her.
He may have been a prisoner, but his
was the tongue of man. I don't know how, after
what I've seen, I will sleep in this cell tonight.
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Walk, Don't Walk
Ben Melchiors

/
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Farewell
Matt Bitzer
Farewell.
We've danced in the streets 'til sunrise
Waving our arms and twisting to
Daybreak
Undulating gravitating gyrating giants
Swinging to the Creole and
Yipping catcalls at another
Morning.

Cottage View
Mark Berry
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Invitation to
Publication
2006 Issue
Accepting Submissions: September 7, 2005
Deadline: March 1, 2006
Manuscripts, Butler University's literary magazine, is looking for creative and polished work from college students in
the Indianapolis area. We accept poetry, short stories, photographs and artwork. Submissions are not limited to Butler
students.

Email all submissions to Manuscripts@butler.edu
- Each submission must be a separate attachment to one email
(limit five written works and five photographs per
author/ artist)
- Please send all writings as a Microsoft Word document and all
pictures in JPEG format.
- In the top left corner of each written submission, please
include your name (the way you want it published), the date
submitted, your email address or other contact information,
and the title of the work (we do not accept untitled" as a
title). For photographs, please include title and contact
informa tion in the email.
- There is no limit on length, but shorter pieces are preferred
and are more likely to be accepted. Please number all pages.
/I
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Editors
Christine Foulkes -- A senior English/ creative writing and
Spanish major, Christine flits about Indianapolis taking black
and white photos when she's not cranking out poems or working in Butler's Volunteer Center. She is a member ofAlpha
Chi Omega sorority, co-organizer of Demia, and dedicated secretary of Sigma Tau Delta who secretly loves to kayak.
Christopher Cervelloni -- A junior English and Secondary
Education major, Christopher has been a part of Manuscripts
since his freshman year. He is a member of the Phi Kappa 'Psi
fraternity and General Manager for College Mentors for Kids.
Outside of his academic hobbies, he skis, hikes, cycles ... basically enjoys every aspect of the great outdoors.

Staff
I

Matt Bitzer -- Matt Bitzer, known mainly by his last name, is a
freshman Philosophy major with a minor focusing in Eastern
Religions. Bitzer, who was a member of the arts magnet
Creative Writing program at his high school, is an avid fan of
the poetry of T.S."Eliotand the novels of Chuck Palahniuk.
Known for his love for cigarettes, Bitzer is often found lurking
at the Midnight Smoker's Club or randomly outside Jordan
Hall before c1asses. Next year, Bitzer will inhabit the campus of
the University of KentUCKY,and will spread his Communistic
ramblings amongst the (inbred) students and staff there.
Tracy Bowling -- A sophomore English/ creative writing major
with a concentration in Middle/Secondary Ed, she is interested in reading, quilting, and classical languages. Tracy enjoys
listening to music, particularly movie souncftracks, and spends
her spare time writmg her own compositions. In addition to
Manuscripts, she works with the e-zme JAKE and the Indy
Wnters Group RRRR to produce various literary publications
serving the Indianapolis area.

Calli Grimes -- Calli, a freshman English major, is utterly in
love with music. Some of her favorite sounds come from ...
well, let's leave it at being in love with music. She believes in
world peace, and celery is her comfort food. She can't enjoy a
book while wearing shoes, and walks under the midnight
moon inspire her. .. okay so everything inspires her. Her journal keeps her sane and she secretly befieves that she was born
in England.
Mike Meginnis -- Mike Meginnis is a journalism major with a
creative writing minor. He ISworking on his third novel.
Sometimes, he dreams that he is the only one in a space station
that is slowly running out of air. Other nights, he dreams of
fishnets.
Paddy O'Connell >- Paddy is a junior English Lit major hailing
from the sweet RF. He enJoys both outdoor and indoor activities that involve smiling. ~reen is his favorite c.olorbut he alsc
has moderately strong Feelings for blue, too. Flip flops are.a
big part of his life (bare feet feel nice, he says). He's tall WIth
short legs, but we love him anyways. His biggest fear is that
people will think he runs like an 80-year-olcfman. In the last
few years literature, poetry specifically, has become very
important to him. Its abihty to speak to/react to the human
experience has engrossed him and he loves to write.
Alicia Pattison -- Alicia, unlike most normal people, has
danced in the rain on the Hoover Dam. She feels passionately
about her journal, oranges (the fruit and the color) and novels
with homosexuality (she knows it's weird, but she just likes
gaX men). Finally, she hates grammar (but you'd never know)
and capital letters, it demands too much attention to the keyboard.
Keyana Shaw -- A junior creative writing major from Traverse
City Michigan, Keyana loves reading ana writing, althou9h
she feels that she never has enough time to do either. She s a
movie goer and loves most forms of entertainment. She is a sister of the Alpha Chi Omega sorority and a capricorn. Her
dream is to be a writer/screenwriter, and she s currently
comtemplating grad school.
Karen Witting -- Karen is a freshman creative writing major
from Chicago. When she's not working on her novel, she likes
to loosen up by painting or sketching; no surface is safe from
her oils. She loves all types of books and can't walk into a
bookstore without buymg one. Some of her addictions include
ninjas, shoes, William Goldman, and musical theatre.

